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Abstract 

This work presents a process chain established to inspect plastic parts with metallic wires. In the region of interest, these wires 

are almost straight, aligned side by side and the distance from wire to wire has to be in conformance with a given tolerance for 

every location (ISO 14253-1). The paper covers the planning of the X-ray computed tomography (XCT) scans, the development 

of software algorithms that perform the metrological evaluations, the establishment of decision rules for “good” and “bad” parts 

and finally suitability tests for the complete measurement process. 

For the investigated specimen the traceability of measurements is not achievable by a standardised and already accepted 

procedure, since the XCT measurements are performed on inner and inaccessible structures without the possibility of reference 

measurements. We address this issue by scanning an additional calibrated reference standard together with the actual specimen 

and using numerical simulations for the assessment of the measurement uncertainty (ISO 15530-3). 

Achieved measurement results, expanded measurement uncertainties as well as limitations concerning the traceability of 

measurement are discussed in detail. 

Keywords: computed tomography, metrology, measurement uncertainty, traceability, test process suitability, XCT 

simulation, wire distance measurement 

1  Motivation 

The complexity of manufactured connectors and components in the automotive industry as well as efforts for the corresponding 

inspections are increasing rapidly. Already in the prototyping phase of components, collateral quality control is most of the time 

mandatory and even in the final production process, 100% at-line or in-line inspections are requested more frequently. X-ray 

computed tomography (XCT) is of special interest, whenever non-destructive testing or metrology of internal structures are 

needed, which are inaccessible for alternative testing methods and coordinate measurement systems (CMS). 

2  Description of specimen and measurement task 

This work is dedicated to one specific metrology task performed with XCT on the component shown in Figure 1a and 1b. The 

component with a bounding box of roughly 35 mm x 80 mm x 140 mm consists of plastics and inner metallic wires that are 

arranged in parallel lanes on a slightly curved surface. The nominal distance between these wire lanes is 5 mm. The wire has a 

diameter of 0.45 mm and is completely covered by plastics. 

Note that the used polymer is not transparent to light in the visible or near visible wavelength range. X-rays are able to penetrate 

the specimen, but since the wires are not aligned on a flat plane simple radiographic testing cannot be applied due to local  

 

            
Figure 1: shows a photograph of the plastic component with inner metallic wires (a) with outer dimensions of roughly 35x80x140 mm³, 

(b) a 3D-rendering of the inner metallic wires and (c) a calibrated reference standard. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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variations of the magnification. Instead, XCT is needed to perform measurements on these inaccessible features. 

The inspection has to proof correct alignment of the wires in the final part, whereby all wire-distances have to be within a certain 

tolerance. At the end, a fully automatic decision between “good” and “bad” part is needed. The proposed evaluation routine is 

used to inspect prototype series of the specimen and is applicable for at-line inspections. Within this paper, only one specific 

specimen classified as “bad” is used. It provides distances that are not in conformance with the specification of 5±0.2 mm at 

some locations. 

3  Process chain for the measurement task 

The following chapters explain the complete process chain established to perform the described measurement task. Explanations 

range from the planning of the XCT scans, to the image processing pipeline, the decision making for “good” and “bad” and a 

final suitability test of the measurement process. 

3.1 XCT scans 

XCT scans are done on a RayScan 250E cone beam XCT device that uses a Viscom XT9225 DED micro-focus tube and a Perkin 

Elmer XRD 1620 AN14 flat panel detector (2048x2048 pixels, pixel size of 200 µm). Table 1 shows the scanning parameters 

used to scan the specimen shown in Figure 1a together with a calibrated reference standard shown in Figure 1c. The placement 

of the specimen in the scanned volume is given by Figure 1a, where the view direction is from source towards detector. It assures 

short penetration lengths through the metal wires. The projection images are acquired during a stepwise rotation of the rotary 

stage and are reconstructed to 3-dimensional data by filtered back-projection. 

The scanning time of 60 minutes has been chosen rather short for such multi-material component, since several scan series were 

needed during the development of the prototype. Parameters of the X-ray tube are selected to assure negligible geometrical blur 

due to the finite size of the focal spot. Furthermore, a copper filter plate with 0.5 mm thickness is added to minimise artefacts 

caused by beam-hardening that induce material related measurement errors [1]. 

 

Parameter Unit Value 

Scan time min 60 

Specimens per Scan 1 1 

X-tube acceleration voltage kV 180 

X-tube current µA 450 

Filter plate material - copper 

Filter plate thickness mm 0.5 

Detector integration time ms 1500 

Detector averaging 1 1 

Detector gain capacity pF 0.5 

Number of projections 1 1080 

Source-object-distance mm 649.890 

Source-detector-distance mm 1529.139 

Binning - no 

Voxel size (isotropic) µm 85.00 

Table 1 lists the scan parameters for the component shown in Figure 1 

 

In addition to the actual specimen a calibrated reference standard (“ball-bar”) is placed within the scanned volume, while assuring 

that this “ball-bar” is never concealed by the specimen during the scan. This reference standard, shown in Figure 1c, is used to 

compensate for possible scaling errors by adjusting the voxel size. It consists of carbon shafts and two spheres made of aluminium 

oxide. It is placed in the scanned volume. The 3-dimensional reference distance between the sphere centres is determined by a 

calibrated tactile coordinate measurement system Leitz PMM 12106 with d=40.0718 mm and a measurement uncertainty of 

U(k=2)=1 µm. The voxel size is adjusted by an isotropic scaling correction factor directly after the reconstruction. This correction 

factor is determined for every scan by the ratio of the reference to the actual XCT length. For XCT the sphere centres are 

determined by Gaussian sphere fits without any constrains in Volume Graphics Studio Max 2.2.6. 

3.2 Image processing pipeline for the wire-distance determination 

Goal of the image processing pipeline is to determine the wire courses with sub-voxel accuracy and the minimal distances 

between the wires. 

The evaluation starts with reading the 3-dimensional grey value image and performing a 3-dimensional Gaussian filter operation 

for noise-reduction. After that, the wires in the volume are aligned along the vertical axis by an affine transformation that uses 

trilinear interpolation. This transformation is determined once manually for one specific specimen holder. Figure 2a shows the 

alignment of the wires in the original scanned volume. Subsequently, the volume size is reduced to a region of interest that 
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contains only the metal wires while simultaneous removing about 10 mm at top and bottom of the volume, where the wire 

positions are expected and allowed to derivate from the specification. 

Afterwards, the data is binarised by histogram-based thresholding. Instead of a typically used ISO50 threshold between polymer 

and metal an ISO60 threshold is used to reduce the calculation effort of a subsequent 3D-skeletonisation algorithm [3]. This 

algorithm thins the binary data and ends up in the medial axes of the wires. Further, a region-labelling algorithm labels the binary 

wires with 3-dimensional 26-connected neighbourhood. 

The skeletonised and labelled image acts as starting guess for refining the medial axis of the wires to sub-voxel accuracy 

(Figure 2c). Around this starting guess a centre-of-mass calculation is performed with a kernel size of 5x5 pixels on 2D-slices 

along the wires, that are aligned in vertical direction. The kernel size is specifically selected for the used voxel size and the wire 

diameter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows XCT images of the investigated part at two different regions (a) 3D-rendering of the inner wires, (b) slice image at the 

location marked by a green line, where the windowing is selected to show artefacts between wires and (c) a region of interest around one 

wire marked by a red rectangle. The red dot marks the pixel that is the initial sphere centre guess from skeletonisation. 

 

If more than one pixel is available as initial centre in one slice image the mean of those pixel positions is used. The output of this 

centre refinement procedure is one 3D point cloud per wire. Figure 2c further depicts that the voxel size and resolution are 

insufficient to fit measurement elements reliably. 

Subsequently, tests are done to check if the expected 22 wire lanes with a certain length have been detected properly. In case of 

missing wires or a failed detection the user is informed and the calculation stops. 

The next step is to fit a plane to all wire centre points by a least-squares approach and project all these points along this plane’s 

normal vector onto it. This procedure is a requirement of the customer, driven by the component’s application. 

In a further step, the minimal distances from every wire point towards the neighbouring wire are calculated by using 2D linear 

interpolation. 

 

 
Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the image processing pipeline to determine the wire distances 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Afterwards the final decision between “good” and “bad” part is done. A part is classified as “bad”, if there is at least one region 

with a length of 14 voxels (1.19 mm), where the measurand (distance) is in the non-conformance or uncertainty range. This range 

is customer defined and it additionally reduces the probability for false alarms. Further details on the decision rule are given in 

chapter 3.3. 

The developed Matlab evaluation takes 90 sec per specimen on a state-of-the-art personal computer for a region of interests with 

310x1007x1333 voxels including the generation of several visualisations, writing of reports and intermediate results for manual 

verification by an operator. Since the distances are determined with a spacing of one voxel along the metallic wires, in total over 

4000 distance measurements are typically performed per part at the given voxel size of 85 µm. 

3.3 Proving conformance with the specification 

3.3.1 Traceability and measurement uncertainty 

Traceable XCT measurements are typically achieved by performing reference measurements on a calibrated CMS and 

performing an assessment of the measurement uncertainty (ISO 15530-3 [2] and VDI/VDE 2630-2.1 [3]). The expanded 

measurement uncertainty can be either determined for uncorrected (1) or corrected bias errors (2): 
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 y Uncorrected measurand 

 ycal Calibrated measurand determined by the reference method 

 b Systematic deviation between reference and XCT 
y  Mean of the uncorrected measurand values (XCT) 

 Y Complete measurement result 

 U Expanded measurement uncertainty of the XCT measurement 

 k Expansion coefficient (k=2 represents a confidence level of 95% for the assumption for a normal distribution) 

 ucal Standard uncertainty of the calibration measurements 

 up Standard uncertainty of the XCT measurements 

 uw Standard uncertainty from material and manufacturing variations of the workpiece 

 ub Standard uncertainty of the correction of systematic errors b 

 

Several difficulties arise for the wire distance measurements performed in this work. 

First, the measurement features are inaccessible for CMSs with sensor technologies different to XCT, which hinders from 

performing traceable measurements. Bartscher et al. [2] proposed to manufacture a dismountable reference standard [5] to 

overcome this issue. Unfortunately, this is not possible for this particular measurement task, since the inner wires are only 

dimensionally stable, if they are surrounded by polymer. Without the polymer, the location of the metallic wires are prone to 

vibrations and probing forces. Therefore, reference measurements are impossible to perform. 

Tests and investigations presented in this paper should create trust upon the proposed measurements, although traceability to the 

SI-unit metre could be only achieved for a reference standard (Figure 1c) that is always scanned together with the specimen, but 

not for the distance measurements on the actual specimen. The length measurement on the reference standard is a unidirectional 

(centre-to-centre) measurement designed to avoid measurement errors caused by X-ray physics related effects. 

Numerical simulations of the complete process for the wire distance measurements are done in order to investigate, if these 

measurements can be also considered as unidirectional measurements. Furthermore, these investigations will at least lead to an 

estimation of bias errors b for the expanded measurement uncertainties without having access to reference measurements. 

In order to provide this information, two XCT scan series are simulated using SimCT [6,7], both for perfectly manufactured wire 

lanes with distances of exactly 5 mm at all locations. Further, image noise is disabled to investigate the relevance of partial 

volume effects caused by different wire sampling positions. This sampling uncertainty is considered by 10 stochastically selected 

specimen shifts in x, y and z direction using a rectangular distribution in the range of ±85 µm (±1 voxel). One of the simulation 

series is done under ideal conditions with monochromatic X-rays (100 keV) and the second realistic simulation series considers 

additionally scatter effects as well as the polychromatic nature of X-rays for the used device and scan parameters (Table 1). 

The authors decided to state the uncorrected expanded measurement uncertainty Uuncorr (Equation 1) for the measurements, since 

it is the more conservative approach for this simulation-supported estimation of measurement uncertainties. 

To be able to determine the standard uncertainty of the XCT measurements up, the image processing pipeline is extended during 

the uncertainty assessment by several steps (Figure 4), to assure that the distances are compared at the same reference locations. 

The wire coordinates of the first scan in the series define these locations. If the investigated dataset is not the reference dataset a 

3-dimensional iterative closest point (ICP) operation [8] is performed to register the wires to the reference wires. Subsequently, 

the 3D points are projected onto the reference plane along the normal vector of the plane. After that, a linear interpolation of the 

distances is performed at the reference points. Subsequent steps are unchanged. 

Further, application specific details on the determination of Uuncorr as well as results can be found in chapter 4.2. 
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Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the image processing pipeline to determine the wire distances during the uncertainty assessment 

 

3.3.2 Test process suitability 

According to VDI/VDE 2630-2.1 [3], the test process suitability gpp is calculated by the ratio between expanded measurement 

uncertainty and tolerance T. A test process is confirmed to be suitable, when gpp does not exceed a certain limit value Gpp. In this 

work the case for a two-sided tolerance applies 

 pppp 2 G
T

U
g            (4) 

This test process suitability is calculated for all distance measurements and reported in chapter 4.2. It is also representative for 

measurement costs compared to the risk of wrong decisions. Smaller uncertainties are most of the time costly, but can reduce 

the risk of wrong decisions. 

3.3.3 Rule for proving conformance with the specification 

The decision rule, whether a wire distance measurement is in conformance with the specification or not, is based on 

ISO 14253-1 [9]. There the determined expanded measurement uncertainty reduces the width of the conformance zone for every 

wire distance measurement and given tolerance limits. A measurand y is in conformance with a given tolerance T, when 

 UyU  USLLSL          (5) 

Ty  nominalLSL           (6) 

Ty  nominalUSL           (7) 

with LSL as lower specification limit and USL as the upper specification limit. Within this work ynominal is 5 mm and T is given 

by the customer with 0.2 mm. 
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4  Results and Discussion 

4.1 Numerical simulations of the complete measurement process 

The numerical simulations have been performed in order to prove, that the performed measurements can be considered as 

unidirectional and bias errors for the expanded measurement uncertainties can be at least estimated, although no calibrated 

reference measurements are available (chapter 3.3.1). 

Figure 5 shows the simulation results of two exemplary specimen placements in two rows. Every illustration contains 4305 color-

coded lines, one for every performed measurement. Color-codes represent the local measurement errors e for a known reference 

distance of exactly 5 mm. The left column of Figure 5 shows eideal-sim determined for ideal conditions and the right column ereal-sim 

for realistic conditions. Although, the figures show only two exemplary placements, all measurement errors for all 10 investigated 

placements are in the range from -21.5 to 5.4 µm. The systematic local change of e indicates that X-ray physics related effects 

do not cause this error, which is further strengthened by the fact that the magnitude of errors is locally similar for the ideal and 

realistic case. The direct difference between ideal and realistic measurement errors ereal-sim,ideal-sim is shown in Figure 6 for the 

same two placements. The main contributor to the described error behaviour is expected to be the wire-centre determination 

from the image processing pipeline and a dependency on the initial coordinate guess from skeletonisation (chapter 3.2). 

Consequently, the local sampling of wires and partial volume effects are of importance (e.g. Figure 2c). 

Bias errors for ideal (Figure 7a) and realistic (Figure 7b) simulation series are very similar. Differences are only in the range of 

±2.5 µm (Figure 7c). This can be explained by the symmetry of beam-hardening and scatter induced artefacts around the wires. 

In this context, wire-distance-measurements can be considered as unidirectional measurements. Nevertheless, bias errors for a 

sample of 10 realistic simulations range from 4.5 to -8 µm and thus are relevant for Equation 1. This bias might occur, since 10 

repeated simulations of XCT scans are at the lower limit for statistically reliable statements and it might converge to zero for a 

higher number of simulations. However, a constant bias error of b=10 µm (~1/8 voxel) is used in Equation 1, since also 10 

experimental scans are done to determine the standard process uncertainty up. This is a rather conservative and save approach to 

achieve (estimate) a valid statement for the expanded measurement uncertainty. The variance of the causing uncertainty 

contributor is of course considered by up. 

 

 
Figure 5 shows local measurement errors e determined by numerical simulations of virtual XCT scans performed under ideal (left column) 

and realistic conditions (right-column) for two different wire sampling scenarios (two rows). Every visualisation contains 4305 color-coded 

lines one per local distance measurement between the wire centres (black). 
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Figure 6 shows local measurement errors e of sampling scenario 1 (a) and sampling scenario 2 (b), corresponding to Figure 7. This errors, 

calculated by the difference between realistic and ideal, are caused by X-ray physics related effects. Every visualisation contains 4305 color-

coded lines one per local distance measurement between the wire centres (black). 

 

4.2 Measurement uncertainty 

The uncorrected expanded measurement uncertainty Uuncorr is calculated using Equation 1, where uw is neglected, since the 

investigation of repeated scans has been done for one test part [3]. The standard uncertainty up is determined experimentally by 

10 repeated XCT scans with repositioning of the specimen. It considers all relevant random errors caused by image noise, 

geometrical and X-ray physics related errors. Since there is no possibility to perform reference measurements, b is estimated by 

numerical simulation (chapter 4.1) and ucal is set to zero. Please note that this simulation supported uncertainty assessment is not 

in accordance with any available standard. Neither, there are standardised ways to validate simulation results and establish 

traceable measurements. 

Figure 8 depicts the result of the uncertainty assessment per distance measurement of one “bad” part. In visualisation Figure 8a 

the local mean distances of the 10 experimental XCT scans and in Figure 8b the corresponding standard process uncertainty is 

shown. Further, Figure 8c illustrates the uncorrected expanded measurement uncertainty and Figure 8d the test process suitability 

gpp. Top-left and right regions of the images are irrelevant for the part’s application and thus are excluded from the evaluation. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7 shows local bias errors determined by numerical 

simulations of virtual XCT scans performed under ideal 

(top-left) and realistic conditions (top-right) for all 

specimen placements. The bottom-left visualisation shows 

the difference between realistic and ideal conditions. Every 

visualisation contains 4305 color-coded lines one per local 

bias error. 
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Table 2 gives value ranges corresponding to Figure 8. The locally worst uncorrected expanded measurement uncertainty is with 

71.09 µm slightly below the used voxel size of 85 µm. This results in a maximal gpp value of 0.39, which represents an acceptable 

risk and cost trade-off for the customer. 

 

 unit range 

yp,mean mm [4.69, 5.42] 

up µm [0.60, 34.11] 

Uuncorr µm [20, 71.09] 

gpp 1 [0.10, 0.36] 

Table 2 lists the achieved value ranges as supplement for Figure 7 

 

 
Figure 9 (a) shows the mean local distances calculated for the 10 repeated XCT scans, (b) the corresponding standard process uncertainty, 

(c) the uncorrected expanded measurement uncertainty and (d) the test process suitability gpp. Every visualisation contains 4391 color-coded 

lines one per local bias error. 

4.3 Conformance rule and exemplary decisions 

The decision rule, if a measurand y is within the specification (5±0.2 mm) is established globally by using the tolerance 

T=±0.2 mm and the worst case of Uuncorr = 0.0711 mm. This leads to a final conformance zone of 4.8711 < y < 5.1289 mm. 

Figure 9 shows an exemplary decision applied to one XCT dataset. On the left, measurement results and on the right, results of 

4432 decisions are visualised in color-codes. Green means in conformance with the specification, blue too short and red too long. 

Latter are either in the non-conformance zone or in the uncertainty range. Since there are blue and red regions, the inspected part 

is classified as “bad”. 

5  Conclusions and summary 

This paper presents and discusses a process-chain established to verify, if distances between metallic wires in a plastics part are 

in conformance with the customer specified tolerance (ISO 14253-1). 

Since these distances are inaccessible to other traceable measurement technologies, the assessment of the measurement 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 9 (a) shows the local distances calculated for data of one exemplary XCT scan, (b) visualisation of corresponding distances that are in 

conformance within the specification (green). Too short distances are coloured blue and too long distances red. 

uncertainty is not straightforward possible via ISO 15530-3 using calibrated measurements on CMSs. Instead, numerical 

simulations and experimental results of repeated XCT scans are combined to estimate expanded measurement uncertainties that 

are further used to setup a decision rule and check, if a certain distance is in conformance with the tolerance. Simulation results 

depicted that material related measurement errors are smaller than errors caused by varying sampling of the wires for this 

measurement task. 

Due to the lack of traceability, in addition to the actual specimen a traceable calibrated reference standard is scanned to correct 

scaling errors and to increase the confidence into the established measurement chain. 

We want to emphasize, that the presented assessment of the measurement uncertainty is not based on any accepted and 

standardised procedure, neither standardised verifications nor qualifications for the use of numerical simulations are existing for 

XCT. For both issues, we see the need for standardisation, especially when XCT is able to perform measurements on features 

that are inaccessible to other measurement technologies. 
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